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2019 SEASON
Rugged Eagle Motorsports is a 40-year-old student-run organization made up of mechanical, electrical, and computer engineers from diverse backgrounds. Each year, our team designs and builds a new vehicle from scratch, then travels to compete against hundreds of universities with the help and mentoring of staff, alumni, and sponsors. Not only do we compete at a high level of excellence, but we gain hands on experiences and skills that propel us into the Engineering and Science fields.

Our mission for the team is to have our members gain knowledge of automotive design and building, business avenues, engineering experience, and exposure to working on a multi-disciplinary competition team. Most importantly, we aim to have fun while making lasting relationships with our teammates and support network. With the knowledge and relationships built through this team, we hope to become leaders in creative innovation.
SPONSORSHIP

How you benefit!

- Year-long social media exposure for your business on our Instagram with 1,000+ followers
- Showcasing your banners in our lab, SoCal Car Expos, and SAE events
- Advertising your logo on our Baja vehicle for thousands of spectators, college institutions, and students
- Provided tax-exemption forms
- A chance to inspire and contribute to a team of tenacious and passionate future innovators!

1998 & 2018 car at Auto Enthusiast Day
2017 car at Long Beach Grand Prix
Baja is an off-road racing competition held annually in west, midwest, and east regions of the U.S. It was founded by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) with the purpose of inspiring the next generation of engineers. The competition consists of designing, planning, and manufacturing, which is applicable for engineering industries to produce new commercial products. Baja SAE judges rank the cars based on the four day events.
DONATE TODAY!

Your contribution would greatly alleviate the financial burden and allow us to focus on the mechanical designs of competition, ultimately helping our team run more efficiently!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donation Level</th>
<th>Enables Us To Obtain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| $100+          | • Brake/Electrical components  
• Nuts and bolts  
• Test weekend  
• Engine  
• Tools |
| $1,000+        | • Drivetrain components (CVT, gearbox)  
• (1) Competition registration  
• Trailer refurbishment |
| $2,000+        | • Aluminum/Composite/Steel materials  
• Power equipment (air compressor, generator, plasma cutter, welder)  
• Suspension and shocks |
| $3,000+        | • Lab machines upgrade (lathes and milling machines, vertical and horizontal band saw, sander/grinder)  
• (1) Baja SAE competition (housing, travel, and food) |
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